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condition of permanent imprisonment, are being pioneered by the US
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The tradition of the oppressed teaches us that the state of emergency in
which we live is not the exception but the rule.
– Walter Benjamin
The ongoing news of torture and abuse of prisoners of war and socalled enemy combatants, notably at Abu Ghraib and Guantánamo
Bay (where prisoners have been on a hunger/death strike), has given
the US military prison unprecedented public attention. Rarely do
any prisons, much less the especially secretive military prisons,
emerge from the edge of geo-social consciousness where they reside.
Thus our ability today to name some of their locations – Abu
Ghraib, Guantánamo Bay, Diego Garcia, Kandahar, Peshawar – is
signiﬁcant, even if these are only a fraction of the estimated 1,000 US
military and intelligence (CIA) installations worldwide. It’s worth
pausing over this number a moment. At last count, in 2001, the US
ofﬁcially reported a total of eighty-nine military prisons, ﬁfty-nine in
the US and thirty outside, including recent prison acquisitions in Iraq
(ofﬁcially counted at sixteen) and Afghanistan (ofﬁcially counted at
one), omitting the unknown number of secret prisons.1 Chalmers
Johnson argues that the ofﬁcial ﬁgures from the Department of
Defense for 2003, of 702 overseas military bases in about 130 countries
and 6,000 bases in the US and its territories, signiﬁcantly undercount
the actual number of bases the US occupies globally because the
2003 report omits bases in Kosovo, Afghanistan, Iraq, Israel, Kuwait,
Kyrgyzstan, Qatar and Uzbekistan. It lists only one Marine base at
Okinawa, Japan, failing to capture the size and scope of the American
military colony there. According to Johnson, an ‘honest count’ (including Royal Air Force bases in Britain which he claims are more properly
US military and espionage installations) of ‘our military empire would
probably top 1000 different bases in other people’s countries’.2 If we
make the reasonable presumption that every military base has at
least one prison or detention facility, a brig in popular parlance, then
the scope of military imprisonment is staggering.
Indeed, the expansion of the reach of the US military into countries
not its own, often with coerced or blackmailed permission, and the
expansion of its corollary carceral complex add up to an extremely
important and dangerous phenomenon. Secretive and closed, with
expulsion and discredit the penalty for whistle-blowing, this vast military machine is little known. Some people are closer to its direct touch
than others, but the shape and skein of how the war on terror, an
ongoing security war, is changing the landscape slowly emerges. The
attention lavished on Abu Ghraib prison and more recently directed
to the discovery of US secret military and intelligence detention facilities in other countries, particularly in eastern Europe, is thus signiﬁcant and laudable. However, it has, in the main, obscured and
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sometimes denied the continuum between US military prisons abroad
and territorial US civilian prisons. It is that connection that I address
brieﬂy here. I begin with Walter Benjamin’s famous statement that
‘the tradition of the oppressed teaches us that the state of emergency
in which we live is not the exception but the rule’ and with two
presumptions or starting points, which follow.
First presumption. While there is abundant cause for moral outrage
and disgust, there is no warrant for being surprised or shocked that citizens of the US tortured, abused and ritually humiliated other human
beings and that the country’s political and military leaders covered
up their authorisation of it. There is no cause whatsoever for either
angry or startled or presidential assertions that abuse and torture are
not ‘American’, not things that American citizens do or condone.3
American exceptionalism – the assertion that the US is an inherently
more democratic, egalitarian and just society than all others – has
always been a lie.4 The current Bush government has indeed formulated a policy of exceptionalism, claiming the right of the US, as a
sovereign God-given Christian nation, to exempt itself from the same
laws that govern the conduct of other nations, but this policy is
closer to the government’s own deﬁnition of a rogue state than it is
to a model democracy.
You do not even need to believe in ‘the evidence of things not seen’,
as I do, to acknowledge the truth of this lie.5 Certainly since the invention of photography, the visual evidence is usually available; often, it is
itself an artefact or a souvenir of the presumed normalcy and legitimacy
of the actions it shows. In this, the amateur photographs of Abu
Ghraib that we have seen or whose release are still in dispute (those
of army specialist Joseph Darby) most closely resemble the photographs taken of lynchings in the US between the 1880s and the
1930s; resemble them not only in their images of white women and
men smiling and grinning at the mutilated bodies of Black women
and men hanging from trees and posts, but also in the extent to
which they were openly distributed and sold as keepsakes of an afternoon well-spent.6 I note, as an important aside, that though they have
been demanded, there has been no state acknowledgement or press
interest in the ofﬁcial videotapes and photographs, those from the
CCTV surveillance cameras ubiquitous in all prisons. As Shaﬁq
Rasul and Asif Iqbal, two British citizens recently released from
Guantánamo Bay, stated:
We should point out that there were – and no doubt still are –
cameras everywhere in the interrogation areas. We are aware that
evidence that could contradict what is being said ofﬁcially is in existence. We know that CCTV cameras, videotapes, and photographs
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exist since we were regularly ﬁlmed and photographed during interrogations and at other times, as well.7
Second presumption. Torture and cruelty towards prisoners, which
are general effects of the larger pattern, historically ancient, of criminalising and capturing vanquished, threatening or unwanted populations,
are by no means only American or national phenomena. The US is
certainly a global leader in both the use of punitive and extra-legal
long-term imprisonment for achieving a variety of social and economic
control objectives and a leader in developing and exporting speciﬁc
techniques and portable technologies for securing unpopular terms of
order. But it is not unique and, as Eduardo Galeano said many years
ago of the authoritarian regimes that dominated Latin America in the
period after the second world war, ‘it would be unjust not to credit
[their] ruling classes with a certain creative capacity in this ﬁeld’.8
In this case, credit belongs especially to France, which pioneered
and taught the US, Israel and many Latin American countries current
standard operating procedures for urban warfare/counter-insurgency
wars of occupation. Not surprisingly, France’s former Foreign
Legion and paratroopers, veterans of the Congo, Madagascar, Ivory
Coast and other postcolonial wars, provide an experienced cadre of
mercenaries and private security guards to the estimated 400 private
security companies, almost exclusively Anglo-American, operating in
Iraq today.9

The normalcy of exceptional brutality
There is a continuum that links the US military prison to the US
civilian prison. At the most basic level, it begins with the literal sharing
of personnel.
The modern military prison system began in 1875, in collaboration
with the forerunner to the American Correctional Association (the
American Prison Association) when the US military prison – known
now as the maximum security US disciplinary barracks – at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas, was established. Today, the military correctional system, as it is known, is primarily oriented to conﬁning soldiers
and military personnel (and historically overwhelmingly for desertion
and mutiny), although the army and the marine corps are also responsible for operating prisoner-of-war camps and detention facilities for
captives in the war on terror. Each branch of the military service –
air force, navy, marine corps and army – operates prisons but only the
army and marine corps permit a career military occupation as prison
guard.10
The US army maintains an active duty force of about 500,000
soldiers, but only approximately 1,000 to 2,000 of these are certiﬁed
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for prison guard duty after completing a four-week course at the mock
prison at Fort Leonard Wood in Missouri. These military police (MP)
are, according to Colonel George Millan, director for training at the
US Military Police School, mainly stationed in US territorial military
prisons, creating a demand for military prison guards overseas. This
demand has been largely ﬁlled by the army reserve.11 According to a
survey conducted by the American Correctional Association, since
April 2003, over 5,000 civilian prison guards have been called up for
active military duty and the potential exists for that number to rise
by as much as 9,000.12 The US army publishes no information on the
speciﬁc jobs to which these civilian prison guards are assigned and so
we cannot assume that they all become military prison guards. However, the expansion in the number of military prisons overseas and
the shortage of military police suggest that trafﬁc between the civilian
prison and the military prison increases. Lieutenant Colonel Mark
Inch, Corrections and Internment Branch chief in the ofﬁce of the
Provost Marshal General, explains:
Reservists are an integral part of the total US military force structure. [There are 1.2 million members of the US reserve forces and
National Guard.] A noted strength of these forces is the frequent
synergy between the soldiers’ civilian careers and their assigned military duties . . . Under the current organization, the military personnel who are more likely to perform enemy prisoner of war and
detention operations during war reside almost exclusively in the
Army Reserve and Army National Guard. Therefore, the synergy
between the reservist’s civilian employment in the corrections ﬁeld
and his or her duty to conﬁne enemy combatants in Afghanistan
and Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and enemy prisoners of war and
civilian detainees in Iraq . . . could not be more evident and essential
to mission success (emphasis added).
This ‘synergy’ or, as Major General Ryder calls it, ‘professional
bond’ is quite extensive.13 Inch proudly details some of its features.
At Guantánamo Bay, closed to the press and the public and arbitrarily
restrictive to prisoners’ legal counsel, the executive director of the
American Correctional Association, James A. Gondles, Jr, and its
president, Charles J. Kehoe, were given a VIP tour of Camp Delta.
The tour was ‘designed primarily by members of the 300th Military
Police Brigade (Army Reserves, Michigan)’, the majority of whom
are prison guards from one unnamed ‘particular’ region in Michigan.
Gondles and Kehoe met with the senior non-commissioned ofﬁcer of
the brigade, Command Sgt Major John Vannatta who, in civilian
life, is the superintendent of the Miami Correctional Facility in Indiana.
For the visitors, Vannatta ‘replicated many of his familiar civilian
responsibilities as correctional superintendent now in uniform as
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Camp Delta’s ‘‘superintendent’’ ’. Sixty other ‘professional correctional
ofﬁcers’ are in ‘key administrative and leadership positions’ in Cuba.
Members of the 327th Military Police Battalion, many of whom are
Chicago area prison guards and police, currently guard those imprisoned in Afghanistan and run detention operations there. The most
well known army reserve and National Guard unit, the 800th Military
Police Brigade was put in charge of ‘re-establishing Iraq’s jail and
prison system’ as well as stafﬁng and managing the army’s prisons
for enemy combatants and prisoners of war. Captain Michael Mcintyre
and Master Sgt Don Bowen, ‘designers of the emerging Iraqi prison
system’, both work at the US penitentiary at Terre Haute, Indiana;
they are joined by reservists normally employed by other state prison
systems and by the US Federal Bureau of Prisons.
What is the nature of the virtual identity between civilian and military prison guards? Though not widely reported, several of the reserve
soldiers in Iraq, and two of the most celebrated, charged with various
offences at Abu Ghraib – assault, maltreatment, dereliction of duty,
indecent acts and conspiracy – are indeed civilian prison guards.
Army reserve Staff Sgt Ivan L. ‘Chip’ Frederick II, who was convicted
and sentenced on 22 October 2004, was a prison guard in Virginia.
He confessed, as part of a plea deal, ‘to beating and humiliating Iraqi
prisoners while taking souvenir pictures of the deeds . . . Frederick
said he wrapped loose wires around a prisoner’s ﬁnger and threatened
to electrocute him if he fell off a narrow box. He confessed also to
punching a prisoner and ordering him to masturbate in front of
others ‘‘just to humiliate him’’ ’.14 His defence (assisted by psychologist
Philip Zimbardo, the co-author of the celebrated Stanford prison
experiments) was that the environment was ‘stressful’ and ‘chaotic’
and that he was poorly trained, notwithstanding the fact that he was
identiﬁed in annex 1 (the psychological assessment) of the Taguba
report (on the alleged abuse of prisoners at Abu Ghraib) as one of
the ‘ringleaders’ by virtue of his expertise in what is euphemistically
known as the ﬁeld of corrections.
Until the moment of his own sentencing in January 2005 to ten years
in federal prison, Corporal Charles A. Graner, Jr, Lynndie England’s
boyfriend and the soldier famously shown with her smiling behind a
pyramid of naked Iraqi prisoners, had been employed by the State
Correctional Institute at Greene (SCI-Greene) on full pay. Graner
was familiar to prison activists, particularly the Pennsylvania Abolitionists, since he has been repeatedly implicated in violence against
prisoners at the super-maximum security prison in western Pennsylvania. This institution is best known to those outside the state as the
prison on whose death row Mumia Abu-Jamal sits, as he puts it, ‘teetering on the brink between life and death’.15 Prison activists and the
Pennsylvania Department of Corrections have documented (including
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on video-tape) many instances of prisoner abuse at SCI-Greene, starting in 1988, continuing and reaching a peak in 1998. This was two years
after Graner’s arrival; he had been given good riddance, according to
his former warden, from a six-year stint as a prison guard at Fayette
County prison. At that time, guards were accused of routinely beating
and humiliating prisoners, including ‘through a sadistic game of Simon
Says in which guards struck prisoners who failed to comply with
barked instructions’. According to army reports, Graner was called
up for active duty in May 2003 and given supervisory positions at
Abu Ghraib precisely because of his experience as a prison guard.16
Neither the warden nor any prison guard were ever criminally prosecuted for any offence in connection with the documented prisoner
abuse at SCI-Greene. Nor has any single member of, or contractor
to, the US Department of Defense in Iraq, Cuba, Afghanistan or elsewhere been charged with torture, inﬂicting cruel and unusual punishment or war crimes. And it is arguably the case that the lesser order
of charges – dereliction of duty, indecency, assault – against the
lowest ranking were crumbs thrown to a roused press and agitated
public. The reason for this is taken for granted by prison guards,
whether they are employed in civilian or military prisons: even by
those rather low standards that presume an authentic distinction
between misapplied and normal imprisonment, both the abuse of
power and torture in US prisons are, despite the sanctioned ignorance
that pretends otherwise, ‘common’, to use the word approved by
Reuters.17 Torture, humiliation, degradation, sexual assault, assault
with weapons and dogs, extortion, blood sport always have been part
of US prison culture and behaviour. Angola, Attica, Marion, Florence,
Corcoran – the names of these prisons carry their histories in tow,
in part because they broke through the invisibility barrier. They
brought into public view the images and the stories of ordinary ongoing
violence and deprivation that became, ﬁnally, at that moment intolerable to the men who lived with them. As corroborated by prisoners
themselves, prisoner rights advocates, human rights organisations
such as Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch, civil rights
organisations such as the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
and the National Lawyers Guild, scholars in a number of ﬁelds, not
to mention various departments of corrections and state and federal
departments of justice, ‘racialized sadism’ in US prisons, to use William
Pinar’s term, is routine. It has a history exactly co-extensive with the
history of imprisonment in the US, which is itself co-extensive with
the nation’s history.18
The utter normality of exceptional brutality explains why there was,
according to the Taguba report, an ‘easy’ ‘collaboration’ between
Graner and Frederick, the reservist prison guards tagged as the ‘ringleaders’, and the other MP soldiers and dog handlers, military intelliDownloaded from http://rac.sagepub.com at UNIV CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO on May 24, 2009
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gence personnel and civilian contract interrogators and interpreters.
This comfortable collaboration went approved and unremarked until
photographs of its activities became public; became something called
a scandal, as much, one must say, for becoming public as for happening
in the ﬁrst place. The presumed normality also explains why, when
interviewed by the FBI, no one reported observing any ‘misconduct’
or ‘mistreatment’ of those detained at Abu Ghraib. As the documents
recently released to the ACLU under a Freedom of Information Act
suit show, none of what the Abu Ghraib personnel saw – prisoners
handcuffed to the wall with nylon bags over their heads being deprived
of sleep; ‘retraining’ of detainees spread-eagled on the ﬂoor, yelling and
ﬂailing; naked prisoners kept prone on wet ﬂoors; men ordered to strip
and then placed in isolation; use of electric shock; police guards repeatedly kicking prisoners in the stomach; threats to harm family members;
burning; branding – none of this ‘rose to the level of mistreatment’ in
the minds of observers because these were, to quote the respondents
in the report, ‘no different from . . . procedures we observed used by
guards in US jails’.19
The FBI interviewed almost everyone involved in policing at Abu
Ghraib. Not one initially claimed that they had seen any behaviour
that could be construed as mistreatment, much less torture as deﬁned
in international law. What they witnessed was, they thought, acceptable prison guard behaviour. And they were right. The Abu Ghraib
photographs did not expose a few ‘bad apples’, or an exceptional
instance of brutality or perversity. The Abu Ghraib photographs
exposed the dehumanisation that is the modus operandi of the lawful,
modern, state-of-the-art prison.20

State-of-the-art and super-maximum
Nowhere is this more clear than in the growth, over the past two and a
half decades, of super-maximum imprisonment, the cutting edge in
carceral technology and, arguably, the prototype for the retooling of
the military prison to house and guard prisoners of war, enemy combatants and security threats in the war on terror.21 Indeed, it is a cruel
irony that the ‘ﬁrst step in the development of the modern supermax
prison’ was the conversion, in 1933, of the former military prison at
Alcatraz island, California, into a fortiﬁed ‘custody prison’, designed
to ‘concentrate’, ‘isolate’, ‘segregate’ and control ‘the most serious
disciplinary problems’ in a context dedicated, the then FBI director
J. Edgar Hoover emphasised, to severe and unremitting punishment.22
The history of the development of the super-maximum prison is
beyond my scope here, but it is worth mentioning two relevant aspects.
First, in many ways, Alcatraz was a public-relations directed invention,
masterminded by Hoover to demonstrate publicly that the era’s great
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gangsters, like Al Capone, ever popular as outlaws, had been defeated
by legitimate forces of law and order. The supermax prison today pretends to the same delivery of order and public safety in the face of gangsters running underground economies and societies. Second, as Ward
and Werlich point out, as early as 1973, political prisoners were
being sent to Marion; the conversion of the federal prison at Marion
into the contemporary super-maximum regime and into what came
to be known as the Marion model was the direct result of prisoner
strikes against brutal conditions at the prison. Here, too, we ﬁnd an
important precedent for the criminalisation of dissent, a core function
of mass imprisonment.
In the US, there are approximately 7 million people in prison or jail
or on probation/parole; another 65,000 imprisoned under the authority
of the Immigration and Naturalization Service and the ofﬁce of the US
Marshall. Of these prisoners, 41 per cent are Black and 20 per cent are
Latino. Eighty-one per cent of those sentenced to state prisons in 2000
were convicted of non-violent crimes, primary drug offences and petty
economic crimes, while violent crime rates continue to decline.23 As a
criminal class, their danger is almost always misinterpreted, if not overestimated. And yet, currently, nearly 2 per cent of the prison population is in what is called administrative segregation, without even
access to the restricted due process that ordinary prisoners possess.
Housed in fortiﬁed security units, these are literally prisons within a
prison. Under conditions of super-maximum imprisonment, men and
women spend their waking and sleeping hours locked in small, usually
windowless cells, sealed with solid steel doors. They are locked down
(or in) twenty-three to twenty-four hours a day, only permitted to
leave their cells shackled and handcuffed and supervised by at least
two guards, perhaps a few times a week for showers and solitary exercise in a human-size cage. Administratively segregated prisoners are
almost never not caged; animals in a zoo live in larger cages. In security
housing units (SHU), prisoners are routinely subjected to ‘excessive’
levels of force because there excessive force is permitted: forced cell
extractions, discharge of electronic stun devices, chemical sprays, shotguns with rubber and real bullets, the use of psychotropic drugs for
paciﬁcation, total isolation for days and days, sensory deprivation
and sensory overload. Pointedly, every supermax or SHU has a sign,
written in formal legal language, but which means ‘we shoot to kill
here, even if you get taken hostage’, and which any rare visitor must
verbally acknowledge as having accepted before being allowed to
enter. While these practices violate both the International Convention
on Civil and Political Rights and UN standard minimum rules for the
treatment of prisoners, the US does not recognise these standards.
In fact, the US Supreme Court has enshrined in law the legitimacy of
super-maximum imprisonment sui generis by treating it not as punishDownloaded from http://rac.sagepub.com at UNIV CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO on May 24, 2009
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ment at all, but as a set of administrative procedures for managing
high-security populations. This is the burden of Joan Dayan’s magniﬁcent work on the legal history of the erosion of the US Constitution’s
eighth amendment’s prohibition on cruel and unusual punishment.24
The legal permission to treat what were once considered cruel and unusual punishments as the ‘ordinary incidents’ of prison life entered a
prison environment shaped by embedded logics of classiﬁcation, profound distrust of educated and politicised resistance, and powerful
will to institutionally reproduce. It has stretched what constitutes a
special disciplinary problem or an urgent threat to the physical safety
of persons to the distinctive point, the ne plus ultra utterly characteristic
of the criminal justice mentalite´ and prison culture, where the arbitrary
and the paranoid meet. The consequence is that administrative segregation has become far more than a temporary or extraordinary response
to situational security or disciplinary needs. It has become an identity, a
type of prisoner (known inside as ‘ad seg’) who belongs permanently,
because it is in his or her ‘nature’, and who is classiﬁed as such in utterly
corrupt and demeaning administrative hearings where senior police
ofﬁcers act as legal counsel for the prisoner. And thus, increasingly
and frighteningly, because long-term exposure to super-maximum
imprisonment leads to madness, inhumanity and death, ever larger percentages of prisoners are spending more than sixty months in administrative segregation.25
Too many prisoners now live permanently or semi-permanently
in super-maximum imprisonment. It’s likely that, eventually, most
prisoners will live there. It’s hard to convey what happens to someone
conﬁned indeﬁnitely in conditions designed to break down all resistance to authority, self ’s or another’s, in twenty-four to forty-eight
hours.26 The ones who beat it have a worn strength, digniﬁed, that nevertheless lets you know the cost of the battle; the others have become
shadows, mournful spectres. Under such deﬁcient and deadly conditions, prisoners are no longer (and the extent to which they were
before is questionable) conceived as human in any meaningful sense at
all. Today more than ever, the original impulse behind the speciﬁc wording of the US Constitution’s thirteenth amendment, that which abolished chattel slavery, is clear: neither slavery nor involuntary servitude,
except as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been duly
convicted, shall exist within the United States, or any place subject to
their jurisdiction.

The destiny of the captive
The increasing erosion of the distinction enshrined in the eighth amendment between cruelty and decency and between the humane and the
barbaric is tied to the production of a permanent prison population.
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Permanent not only in the sense of always available but permanent also
in the sense of perpetuity, of assigning to certain groups of people –
in the US Blacks, Indians and Latinos – the caste and stigmata of the
perpetual prisoner. The modern transatlantic slave system, which captured millions of Africans, inventively introduced permanent or hereditary enslavement, thereby making being a slave no longer a temporary
social status, however despised or dishonoured, but, rather, a constitutive condition of one’s social and juridical being. The signiﬁcance of
slavery to the historical development of the US prison system and to
who became and still today most frequently becomes a prisoner is
well known.27 But racism, by which I mean ‘group vulnerability to premature death’,28 explains not just who becomes a prisoner but also
what the prisoner becomes. In the US, where slavery was most elaborated and remained so essential to national development, the fundamental racial ontology of permanent slavery was transferred, after
the formal abolition of slavery, to the prisoner. It was prisoners who
became, with the scientiﬁc legitimacy of criminal anthropology and
bearing always the double burden of racialist ontology, an inferior
race in and of themselves. ‘The captive’, Orlando Patterson has written,
‘always appears . . . as marked by an original indelible defect which
weighs endlessly upon his destiny.’29
And what is the destiny of the captive today? In a word, permanent
abandonment. As Ruth Wilson Gilmore has forcefully argued, abandonment is the ‘rigorously coordinated and organized setting aside
of people and resources’.30 It is the core feature of the expansion of a
parasitic security/war economy rooted in mass imprisonment. Mass
imprisonment warehouses surplus labour, that is people, the majority
of whom are Black, for whom no room will be made in the legal capitalist economy. And, by criminalising poverty and resistance to saturation policing, mass imprisonment removes from civil society potentially
active, angry and demanding political subjects to a remote and closed
place where they are civilly disabled and socially dead.31 In both
these imperatives, individuals and communities are abandoned to a
vast system of social control whose reach extends well beyond its seemingly targeted population to us all. At the same time, the so-called free
society is abandoned, left bereft of the company and the contributions
of these same individuals and communities.
From the vantage point of the US, where mass imprisonment and its
constituent role in what passes for economic development has
advanced to unprecedented and alarmingly taken-for-granted levels,
and where African American communities in particular are staggering
under the historical weight of what Gilmore aptly describes as ‘rounds
and rounds’ of regimes of abandonment, the tendency to permanent
captivity is perhaps more evident than elsewhere.32 As I’ve tried to suggest, the expansion of super-maximum imprisonment is one important
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indicator and means. Another is the extension of civil disability. The
collateral consequences of felony conviction in the US include loss of
civil rights and citizenship rights while imprisoned (or while paroled
or on probation) and now, increasingly, upon ﬁnal release, that is to
say, indeﬁnitely: loss of access to the law, to the right to vote, to
serve on a jury, to hold public ofﬁce, to live in certain neighbourhoods,
to live in public housing, to associate with certain individuals, to hold
certain jobs. Perpetual civil disability requires, in effect, treating the
prisoner and the former prisoner as socially dead, as having lost the
right to belong; a condition of liminal social existence (a living dead
person) lacking public worth, social standing and honour. Upon application, social death is always permanent, a condition or a taint that
appears to belong to the captive (or slave); his or her essential mark,
so to speak. And, in this, it is a powerful legitimising and racialising
tool for justifying the indeﬁnite imprisonment of people who might
otherwise be your neighbours or fellow citizens/residents or friendly,
or even utterly strange, strangers. Orlando Patterson rightly called
social death an ‘idiom of power’. And he strikingly described how
a society’s outsiders – foreigners, inﬁdels, prisoners of war – and a
society’s insiders – criminals, the destitute – could both be conceived
as people who did not and could never belong: ‘The one fell because
he was the enemy, the other became the enemy because he had fallen.’ 33

War and peace
Being or becoming the enemy returns us to the complicated imbrication
of imprisonment and war with which I began. An increasingly permanent captive population in the US has been created out of the spoils of
Indian wars, civil wars, anti-communist cold wars, wars on crime, wars
on drugs and now a war on terror. While war has always been the handmaiden of captivity and imprisonment, what is distinctive in the postsecond world war period is the invention of perpetual wars, general
wars without end, made on false promises of security and waged
against ever shifting spectral enemies, driven by ideologies of order
and counter-insurgency and by policies to contain and quarantine the
effects of global poverty.34 Endless war, endless captivity. Permanent
war, perpetual prisoners of war.
In the early history of warfare, there was no recognition of a status
of prisoner of war, for the defeated enemy, considered the property of
the victor, was either killed or enslaved by him. Despite the Geneva
Convention and international laws governing the conduct of warfare,
the US has retained, as beﬁts the imperial power it is, the ancient right
of the strong and the conqueror to enslave fallen enemies. Thus, in the
war on terror, there are no longer any prisoners of war in the modern,
post-Westphalian sense, only ‘enemy combatants’, fallen captives.
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Here, in the new permanent security war, the ‘foreign’ enemy captured,
tortured, ritually humiliated, detained indeﬁnitely, often secretly, tragically ﬁnds his complement in the ‘internal’ enemy. Both are the raw
material of an organised abandonment in the service of a parasitical
war economy; both are subjects of a corrupt, malleable law that indicts
without substantive representation; both are subject to a crushing
punishment, renamed administration. And the social death and dishonour of both are presented as the necessary price for ‘our’ safety
and security. (Sometimes, of course, the external and the internal
enemy are one and the same).
These are the terms of the war on terror the US is waging and
soliciting in every part of the world. It does not act alone, however.
Europe’s xeno-racist carceral complex for refugees, asylum seekers
and the economically precarious; Israel’s genocidal occupation and
enclosure of the Palestinians in a concentration camp state; South
Africa’s adoption of a US-style war on crime and its consequent
imprisonment of ever larger numbers of black youth (sadly the
Soweto generation and their children); soaring rates of imprisonment (the second highest in the world) in Russia and its previously or
presently occupied territories, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Kazakhstan,
Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova and Chechnya; the
transformation of the Caribbean Basin into an off shore-bankingtourist-prison archipelago . . . And so on, and on, and on.35 Increasingly, long-term captive populations worldwide are being created by
a ‘global state security apparatus’ with many participating nation
states facilitating the fastest growing business sector in the world.36
Bloated militarism in a crushing world economy dependent on the
‘productive’ destruction of places, communities, social wealth, shared
intelligence and the systematic abandonment of entire peoples pave
the road to ruin upon which the US and its allies travel. This way of
life is not sustainable, despite the imperial announcements of victory
and invincibility. In the meantime, it is necessary to raise the call and
the movements for the abolition of permanent war and the captivity
and negation that accompany it. Worldwide, most individuals do not
favour (and many actively oppose) the occupation war in Iraq. Even
in the US, where majorities have supported it, these are declining.
This presents an opportunity to transform strong sentiment against
one war in Iraq and its estimated $700 billion price tag into a stronger
movement for what Seymour Melman liked, after a lifetime ﬁghting for
it, to just call conversion – the transition from a militaristic or war
social economy to a peace social economy.37 This will involve, as a
ﬁrst step, understanding the broader patterns underlying the behaviour
of soldiers and police in Iraq and the larger context in which the military prison operates, and bringing these understandings as necessities
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into the political mobilisations against the war in Iraq and the ongoing
war on terror.
Mass imprisonment and organised abandonment play a central role
today in the perpetuation and expansion of a ‘secure’ or securitycentred world economy and in its extreme and untenable social costs,
one of which is our young people and their right to a future, to a destiny
determined by themselves. One of the ugliest and most suppressed facts
about the expansion of imprisonment in the world today, whether in
the US or France or the United Kingdom or South Africa or Brazil
or Turkey or Nigeria, is that the vast majority of the world’s prisoners
are young. As are its soldiers. And thus our young men and women
alike, our most vulnerable young, those in need of the greatest care
and protection, are increasingly faced with the choice – rendered
starkly in the photos taken at Abu Ghraib and in the US’s insistence
that Iraqi independence be contingent on its possessing a US-approved
militarised police force – of being prisoner or police/soldier. The
Mothers of the Plaza de Mayo, the mothers of the ‘disappeared’,
would call this state of affairs, military civil authoritarianism. It is a
contraction of possibility for living – a captive destiny – that is a
cruel patrimony and a shameful inheritance. Peace is never just the
absence of a war; it is, as Melman described it, the ‘moving peacefully’
towards the elimination of institutions and decision-making powers
that plan, make, support and love war. It is necessary today, yet it is
inconceivable without the abolition of its adjunct, mass imprisonment.
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